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JCM Global Brings Global Currency, Security Expertise to Intertraffic Amsterdam
DUSSELDORF, Germany (27 March 2012) – Intertraffic Amsterdam is one of the world’s leading trade shows of its
kind, and JCM Global, one of the world’s leading automated solutions provider and “Best Street Supplier of the
Year,” is bringing its currency and security expertise to the show.
Intertraffic Amsterdam takes place 27-30 March at Amsterdam RAI. JCM Global will be in stand #03.411, where it
will show its groundbreaking iVIZION® and innovative iPRO-RC™ bill validators.
Operators everywhere have come to see iVIZION as the better, faster, smarter solution for banknote validation. It
is the foundation of intelligent validation and sees better, thinks smarter and runs faster than any comparable
product. iVIZION’s Contact Image Sensor (CIS) Technology captures the full image of a note or ticket, and its
99%+ acceptance rate is unrivaled.
iVIZION has the most diligent counterfeit protection, an RFID ICB cashbox with encrypted and web-enabled data,
64 megabit FLASH memory, a self-calibrating sensor package, modular component design, ability to read
barcodes horizontally and vertically, two high-speed processors, sealed 85 mm banknote path, patented and
proven removable stacker mechanism, “Blind Mate” and “Hot Swap” design and complete compatibility with all
gaming protocols.
JCM Global’s new iPRO-RC is the secure and flexible way to increased profitability because it comes with one of
the most sophisticated sensing and anti-fishing packages JCM has ever created. iPRO-RC has a note recycling
feature that helps operators reduce costs, driven by two large-capacity chambers with Roller Friction Recycling
Technology that holds recycled notes for instant payouts, keeping equipment running and customers happy. Plus,
the iPRO-RC has JCM’s powerful anti-stringing technology, proven note acceptance, and a lockable, removable
cash box.
See the entire line of JCM Global’s award-winning products now at www.jcmglobal.com.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading supplier of innovative automated transactions solutions for the banking, gaming
and retail industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers
and integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground®
®
™
breaking products like the iVIZION , Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA ) and Vega-RC bill validators, Intelligent Cash
®
™
Box (ICB ) and PayCheck 4 thermal printer. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-hour tradeshow at
www.jcmglobal.com.
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